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Japan’s yen-denominated exports declined 35% in value in
December 2008 from a year earlier for the third straight year-on-year
decline, according to trade statistics released by the Finance Ministry.
Japan’s trade surplus in that month also shrank by about $300 million
for the 10th consecutive year-on-year decline.  According to the 2004
interindustry relations table for Japan, the export-induced production
coefficient was about 2.14.  This means that a decline in the value of
exports per unit would induce a 2.14-fold decrease in the value of pro-
duction.  Meanwhile, the consumer spending-induced production coef-
ficient was relatively small at 1.49.  So, a decline in external demand
would exert larger deflationary effects on the Japanese economy than a
decrease in consumer spending.  These data clearly show how risky it
is to maintain external demand-led economic growth amid a global
deflationary spiral, such as the one that is currently gripping the world.

In addition, this theory is supported by the so-called diffusion index
(DI) of confidence in economic activity.  (The index represents a differ-
ential in the percentage of firms expecting an improvement in business
conditions and that of those anticipating deterioration.)  According to a
quarterly survey of overseas subsidiaries released in December 2008
by the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry, the sales DI, which
indicates corporate sales projections, sharply worsened to minus 14
percentage points in the July-September quarter of 2008 from the same
period a year earlier.  This survey has been conducted since 1997 on a
quarterly basis to acquire data, in a timely manner, on overseas eco-
nomic trends and on the so-called hollowing-out of Japanese industry
by looking into business conditions and future prospects of Japanese

subsidiaries overseas.  The survey was launched in response to
Japanese firms’ globalization efforts that resulted in an increase in their
overseas subsidiaries.  The latest figure of minus 14 in the sales DI was
the worst since the launch of the quarterly survey.  The index hit an all-
time low in all regions, standing at minus 22 for North America, minus
19.4 for Europe, and minus 11.7 for Asia.  It is particularly notable that
the index for Asia fell into negative territory for the first time ever.

As stated earlier, it is extremely dangerous to pursue external
demand-led economic growth both now and in the future amid the
financial and economic crisis.  Moreover, after the crisis has run its
course, Asian countries, spearheaded by Japan, would find it difficult to
maintain export-led economic growth, as they have done so far, by
continuing to finance the United States’ huge current-account deficits,
even though it depends on Washington’s future economic policies.  The
so-called Maekawa Report, compiled by a panel led by former Bank of
Japan Gov. Haruo Maekawa and released in April 1986, proposed that
Japan shift its economic policy focus from heavy dependence on exter-
nal demand to more vigorous growth led by domestic demand to
strengthen Japan’s international cooperation and eventually make the
country an internationally oriented state.  Did Japan pursue the path of
economic growth proposed by the Maekawa Report?

Table 1 indicates economic growth figures in the past 20 years for
the Group of Seven (G-7) countries – Japan, the United States,
Canada, Britain, France, Germany and Italy.  Japan saw its surplus in
the external balance of goods and services grow faster than its gross
domestic product (GDP) from 1989 to 1994.  The total of final con-
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Note: *Figures for Germany in 2008, not 2007
Source:  Compiled by Japan SPOTLIGHT based on OECD statistics
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Economic growth figures for G-7 countries National currency, current prices (millions)
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sumption expenditure and gross capital formation (in other words,
domestic demand) outgrew GDP from 1994 to 1999.  However,
Japan’s goods and services surplus again outgrew GDP from 1999
to 2007.  Other G-7 member countries, except Germany, saw growth
in domestic demand pulling their economic growth in the 1999-2007
period.  In addition, what attracts attention is Japan’s slow economic
growth.  Japan’s GDP growth has been the slowest among the G-7
countries since 1999.  In other words, Japan could manage to
achieve an extremely slow growth only with an increase in its goods
and services surplus in recent years.  This shows how fragile the
Japanese economy is.  It is extremely important for Japan to depart
from such fragile economic growth and to instead follow the path of
domestic demand-led growth to maintain steady growth after the
ongoing global financial crisis is over, as mentioned earlier.

Japan has greater potential demand than other countries to achieve
the target.  According to an international comparison on social over-
head capital compiled by the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport
and Tourism, Japan’s per-capita urban park space was only 15 in 1994
against the base average figure of 100 for six countries – Japan, Britain,
Germany, France, Italy and the United States.  Japan’s per-car length of
expressways was 44 on the same standard in 1992, while the diffusion
of public sewage systems was 71 in 1996.  It is a good idea to improve
Japan’s poor social infrastructure, which has long been pointed out.
But in present-day Japan there is large potential demand for social capi-
tal and services that is quickly emerging afresh due to population aging
and other changes in its social environment.

First of all, according to OECD statistics, Japan, together with
Germany, ranks top among OECD member countries in the percent-
age of elderly people in the total population, as shown in Chart 1.
This suggests the presence of very large potential demand in Japan
for nursing-care facilities and services for the elderly and also for
medical and health support facilities and services for them.

Secondly, the use of authorized child-care facilities remains low,
with only 20% of working Japanese women using them, sharply

lower than 42% in France and 44% in Sweden, although the ratio of
women workers in the child-raising female generation reached 60%-
70% in 2005 in Japan to approach the levels in Europe and North
America.  As the rate of labor participation by women is expected to
rise in the future, the current level of authorized child-care facilities is
insufficient.  There is fairly high potential demand for support facili-
ties and services for child-rearing.

Thirdly, as Japanese society matures, an increasing number of
people have come to strengthen their desire for self-realization.  In
response, the need for recreational and cultural activities is growing
stronger.  However, as shown in Chart 2, Japan ranks at the bottom
among OECD member countries in government expenditures on
recreation and culture.  An improvement in infrastructure and ser-
vices for recreational and cultural affairs is one of major challenges
to be faced in Japan.

To satisfy such potential demand, Japan needs to boost public
expenditures and step up private-sector efforts for reform of its
industrial structure.  Although Japan’s budget deficit is the largest
among OECD member countries, the share in GDP of revenues from
indirect taxes such as the consumption tax is the lowest only after
the United States.  A review of the current tax system would be nec-
essary to achieve the essential target of materializing a domestic
demand-led economic structure.

Not only Japan but other Asian countries are also required to build
a domestic demand-led economic structure in the years that follow
the ongoing global financial crisis.  If Japan could be successful in
reforming its industrial structure and in performing a role model for
other Asian countries in this field, the country would make a great
contribution to Asia as a whole.  Moreover, an improvement in social
infrastructure would lead to a better business environment for for-
eign firms active in Japan.  It would also contribute to materializing a
more open society.
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